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ABOUT THIS GUIDE

Employers who want to hire refugees often do not know where to start. This guide is based on opportunities and challenges identified by employers and the types of support they found most useful to hire and integrate refugees into their organisations successfully.

Previous research found that successful hiring processes are often based on a collaborative approach. Employers derive support and inspiration from refugee employment experts, training providers, and industry peers, capitalising on available resources across sectors. A collaborative approach is, therefore, what this guide advocates.

While every employer is different, this guide is a short and practical, quick-start reference with general information for employers interested in hiring refugees.


WHY HIRE REFUGEES?

According to UNHCR there are almost 85 million forcibly displaced people worldwide. Some of them are presented with an opportunity to rebuild their lives in a new country. These individuals represent a growing portion of the talent pool in labour markets across the globe.

Refugees bring a wide diversity of skills and expertise to the local labour market, but refugee talent is much under-explored. Beyond accessing skills and expertise, by recruiting refugees, employers are able to expand their customer base and supply chains with access to new local and international markets. They can also increase their innovation capability through fresh perspectives of refugee workers. Additionally, a culturally diverse workplace that is inclusive to refugees fosters a sense of purpose within the organisation. Most importantly, by hiring refugees, employers help them and their families to rebuild their lives in their new home countries.

Hiring refugees is a win for the organisations, refugees and their families, and the increasingly culturally diverse societies worldwide.

“What can I expect when hiring refugees?”

Employers that participated in a study on refugee employment found that refugees had high productivity and low turnover rates. Employers emphasised the benefits of an inclusive workplace that is open to refugee jobseekers.
HOW TO FIND THE ‘RIGHT’ REFUGEE JOB CANDIDATES

There are several ways to go about finding the ‘right’ refugee job candidate. Most employers prefer a collaborative approach, working with a service provider who takes over a big part of the recruitment process. Some use online databases that provide access to shortlisted jobseekers with a refugee background. Yet others, especially those with a critical shortage of labour and skills within their business line, collaborate with training organisations to train refugee jobseekers for these specific business needs.

Utilising digital databases
For employers that prefer a do-it-yourself approach to find refugee candidates, digital databases are an alternative option. Digital databases tend to offer access to jobseeker profiles, but also could provide employers with an opportunity to post their vacancies.

Filling the skills gap with training providers
When a critical shortage of labour and skills is the main driver to employ refugees, employers can work with a training provider. A training provider can offer customised training to equip refugee hires with the specific skillset and/or qualifications they need to effectively function in the predefined roles.

Many educational institutions offer occupational upskilling programs that could be utilised to support refugees careers and professional growth. Refugee Councils and settlement agencies should be knowledgeable about the existing opportunities.

Working with service providers
Teaming up with service providers specialised in refugee recruitment is an effective way to find suitable refugee job candidates. These service providers are often not-for-profits or social enterprises whose core mission is to place refugees or other jobseekers from culturally diverse backgrounds into appropriate employment. They can support employers with customised solutions and guide them through one or multiple aspects of recruitment and onboarding. Some service providers might have funding to provide their services for free, while others may charge a small fee.

Many employers seeking to hire refugees rely on service providers in areas of pre-screening, skills matching, and pre-employment training. Some employers seek ongoing support throughout job placement and the first several months of employment.

Certain service providers specialise in supported job placements. Others focus on internships that will ideally lead to long-term employment. Service providers often provide training to refugees and could support employers in cross-cultural and inclusive workplace programs.

“Do refugees have work rights?”
While labour market access may be subject to particular requirements, such as visas or work permits, refugees have the legal right to work. 149 countries have committed to honouring refugees’ rights to work and be treated fairly under the United Nations Refugee Convention. However, many refugees still lack access to safe and lawful employment. For more information on refugee work rights in numerous countries, Refugee Work Rights provides a helpful overview. Many service providers and organisations such as Refugee Councils will be able to advise about unique circumstances of refugees in your country.

Organisations such as Microsoft and Coursera offer free training and educational programs for refugees. Employers could tap into existing resources or provide their own upskilling opportunities for refugees.

“How do I select a service provider?”
Most countries have multiple service providers specialising in refugee recruitment. The Tent Partnership for Refugees provides a list of 16 organisations across the globe that have a proven track record of providing support in at least one of Tent’s focus areas, which include: integrating refugees into the workforce, supporting refugee entrepreneurs, integrating refugees into supply chains, or tailoring products to meet refugees’ needs.

“Do I need a legal representative?”
Refugee candidates often get screened out before getting to the interview phase. This could be because of biases, resumes that do not match traditional templates, or qualifications attained in another country that hiring managers are not familiar with or do not understand.

“Do I need to go through a service provider?”

Organisations such as Microsoft and Coursera offer free training and educational programs for refugees. Employers could tap into existing resources or provide their own upskilling opportunities for refugees.

“To support refugees in their quest for meaningful employment, numerous countries created online skill recognition assessments, such as the European Union’s Skills Profile Tool which can be used by employers, support services and refugees to assist in the identification of transferable skills across countries and industries.”
Celebrating diversity and inclusion

Social inclusion means everyone values diversity and recognises the unique circumstances of each individual. Activities and events that focus on bridging newly hired refugees with their teammates provide opportunities for interaction, bonding and building social and professional networks. Service providers organise many social events throughout the year. HR and diversity-and-inclusion staff, as well as refugees’ supervisors and co-workers, can attend these social events together, building greater awareness around refugee (employment) issues.

Peer Support

Networking with other employers who hire refugees is an excellent way to share experiences and lessons learnt. Learning from peers is an opportunity to get access to invaluable insights and share best practices.

Many employers share their success stories online, including on social forums such as LinkedIn. Approaching an industry peer directly is another way to learn about what works best in refugee recruitment. Most employers are very eager to share their experience and mentor others.

Staff training and professional development

HR or diversity-and-inclusion staff play an important role in the refugees’ workplace integration. They often maintain contact with the refugee and the supervisor, making sure refugees feel included in the team. Several service providers offer in-company programs for HR or diversity-and-inclusion staff as well as supervisors and co-workers to help employers achieve their diversity and inclusion goals. Examples of training areas include inclusive leadership, cultural awareness and cross-cultural communication.

Additionally, some service providers offer accreditations to promote diversity within workplaces.

Mentorship or buddy systems

Mentorship or buddy systems are commonly used methods for facilitating refugee workplace integration. An ideal mentor or buddy is someone the refugee can feel comfortable with asking questions, who is not a direct manager. Some companies use a “reverse mentoring” program in which refugees mentor local employees about their cultural background and work experience gained abroad.

Pre-employment training is used to prepare refugee hires with job-specific knowledge. It is often used to help refugee hires become familiar with the workplace culture. Good service providers are vested in placement success and continue to provide support to refugees and employers for the first period of employment (up to 12 months). This could include further upskilling or assistance with successful workforce integration.

Networking with other employers who hire refugees is an excellent way to share experiences and lessons learnt. Learning from peers is an opportunity to get access to invaluable insights and share best practices.

Many employers share their success stories online, including on social forums such as LinkedIn. Approaching an industry peer directly is another way to learn about what works best in refugee recruitment. Most employers are very eager to share their experience and mentor others.

Trainee programs are used widely by employers. These programs are often part of the onboarding process. They enable employers to equip refugees with the relevant skills and experience needed to gain permanent employment within the organisation. Most employers use those temporary workplace solutions as transitory to full-time, permanent employment.

“’I am new to refugee employment. Could I start offering an apprenticeship or internship?’”

Trainee programs are used widely by employers. These programs are often part of the onboarding process. They enable employers to equip refugees with the relevant skills and experience needed to gain permanent employment within the organisation. Most employers use those temporary workplace solutions as transitory to full-time, permanent employment.

“A combination of professional and cultural support is important. This can be achieved by pairing a refugee employee with an experienced colleague who can provide professional advice and help refugees advance their careers. A buddy would be someone a refugee can ask questions related to social and cultural aspects of being part of the team.

Where do I start?

There are numerous country-specific guides for employers promoting integration and inclusion of refugees in the workforce. These guides provide advice on a broad range of topics including preboarding and onboarding, how to take action, government support available, service providers, and organisational support networks. Please see the “Where to find Resources” section at the end of this guide for more information.

How do I support refugees who might not be fluent in the local language?

Employers who successfully hire refugees focus on transferrable skills rather than language proficiency. This commonly involves modifying traditional recruitment processes to enable refugees to demonstrate their competencies (e.g. performing a specific task) rather than asking them to describe their skillsets verbally.
COLLABORATIVE CASE STUDIES

Many employers hiring refugees attribute success to collaboration with service providers. This collaboration could assume different formats, from finding candidates for a specific position to setting up large-scale employment programs. The corporate cases below showcase a small subset of examples of how these collaborations could operate.

Woolworths Group

**Motivation:** Woolworths wants to put into action its strong commitment to a diverse and inclusive workplace with a workforce that reflects the diversity in the community it serves. It also wants to contribute to a better world.

**Challenges and solutions:** Acknowledging that its recruitment practices were not bringing about enough diversity within the business, Woolworths partnered with Community Corporate to launch a refugee employment program. Community Corporate used a rigorous assessment and screening process to ensure a good company fit and job performance. Additionally, Community Corporate offered pre-employment training that helped to equip candidates with the skills, knowledge, and experiences required for available roles and positions.

**Project scope:** In partnership with Community Corporate, Woolworths Group has successfully placed more than 200 refugees from over 18 different countries in roles in Woolworths supermarkets, Metro stores and customer fulfillment centres across Australia.

**Benefits:** Woolworths expanded its team with highly motivated individuals. Additionally, Woolworths achieved positive community reputation and business gains through engaging a diverse customer base.

Community Corporate

**Motivation:** IKEA wants to drive social change by shifting the narrative around refugees and create opportunities to support their integration into the Australian workforce.

**Challenges and solutions:** IKEA Australia believes that refugees and asylum seekers bring a lot of knowledge and experience, but lack of local experience tends to be a barrier to obtaining employment. IKEA Australia partnered with Community Corporate to help create and deliver the IKEA Skills for Employment Program, a program designed to kickstart careers for refugees. The program supports the development of core skills for individuals who demonstrate an alignment with IKEA’s values and have a genuine interest in the roles IKEA Australia offers.

**Project scope:** Eight-week paid work placement program in partnership with Community Corporate in eleven locations across Australia, with the goal to support 180 refugees and asylum seekers by mid-2023.

**Benefits:** IKEA Australia gained access to motivated individuals to fill existing vacancies. Increased employee engagement was also a benefit, with staff developing new mentorship skills and taking pride in IKEA Australia’s inclusive culture.

BGIS

**Motivation:** BGIS wants to reflect its strong commitment to diversity and inclusion through hiring practices that help bring refugee hires into their workforce.

**Challenges and solutions:** Understanding that local work experience tends to be a barrier to employment for refugee jobseekers, BGIS partnered with Community Corporate to help them find refugees who would ordinarily not apply for BGIS jobs due to their lack of local experience in Australia. Community Corporate identified a refugee job candidate, provided him with pre-employment coaching support to identify the transferability of his skills, and assisted him in applying for the role in a way that was aligned with BGIS’ recruitment processes.

**Project scope:** One-position trial in partnership with Community Corporate for a skilled role.

**Benefits:** BGIS expanded its team with a highly skilled employee. Additionally, by opening a job opportunity for a refugee candidate, BGIS made a positive impact in the life of a refugee.

IKEA

**Motivation:** IKEA Australia wants to drive social change by shifting the narrative around refugees and create opportunities to support their integration into the Australian workforce.

**Challenges and solutions:** IKEA Australia believes that refugees and asylum seekers bring a lot of knowledge and experience, but lack of local experience tends to be a barrier to obtaining employment. IKEA Australia partnered with Community Corporate to help create and deliver the IKEA Skills for Employment Program, a program designed to kickstart careers for refugees. The program supports the development of core skills for individuals who demonstrate an alignment with IKEA’s values and have a genuine interest in the roles IKEA Australia offers.

**Project scope:** Eight-week paid work placement program in partnership with Community Corporate in eleven locations across Australia, with the goal to support 180 refugees and asylum seekers by mid-2023.

**Benefits:** IKEA Australia gained access to motivated individuals to fill existing vacancies. Increased employee engagement was also a benefit, with staff developing new mentorship skills and taking pride in IKEA Australia’s inclusive culture.

"We were able to tap into the talent among refugees who would typically not get these job opportunities.”
Sophie Clark, Head of Talent Acquisition, BGIS, APAC.

"Having a collaborative partner who worked with us to co-design the program and was intimately involved in all aspects of the implementation, helped us make this program a success.”
Harriet Pope, Skills for Employment Project Leader, IKEA.

"A rigorous screening process along with pre-employment training, and on-the-job work experience, has resulted in team member retention rates consistently exceeding 90% after six months.”
Ben Commins, Head of Culture & People at Woolworths Supermarkets.

"This is an example of our commitment to inclusion and diversity, and it’s a great feeling to have helped so many people find work and make a positive impact on their community.”
Sophie Clark, Head of Talent Acquisition, BGIS, APAC.
Refugees have diverse professional backgrounds, skills and qualifications in fields as diverse as engineering, medicine, trade or agriculture. Some might have been unable to complete their education or have only had a limited amount of schooling. This diversity creates a challenge, but also many opportunities. It means that refugees constitute a valuable talent pool for employers across all industries and sectors.

Recent research demonstrates that employers who hire refugees consider them an important and highly valuable talent pool. The study revealed the following main pitfalls:

*Over-emphasising governmental support and wage subsidies:* For most employers with experience in hiring refugees, wage subsidies to offset hiring costs were considered of lesser importance than the effort to match the skills of the refugee hire with the business needs. Notwithstanding, wage subsidies and other governmental support schemes can be helpful. Good service providers can help employers navigate the available options.

*Not taking advantage of available support:* Support of service providers in job-matching or workplace integration was identified by employers as a key to quick success. While some employers use the full spectrum of support from service providers, others selectively focus on skill-matching and identification of suitable candidates.

*Skimping on the job- or skill-matching efforts:* Employers identified finding the right person for the job as one of the most critical activities in ensuring hiring success. Accessing the support of reputable service providers, who understand the employers’ needs, is a quick and effective means to find the right candidates.

*Focussing only on refugee training:* Employers that successfully hire refugees give equal importance to training refugee employees as they give to the training of the staff. Failing to recognise the importance of preparing the staff to work in a culturally-diverse environment and to welcome refugees makes integration and retention more challenging.

DID YOU KNOW?

Most employers who have never hired refugees overestimate the challenges linked to their recruitment. Those who hired refugees previously, especially with a support of a service provider, found the process easy and rewarding.²

WHERE TO FIND RESOURCES

Networks

The Tent Partnership for Refugees, a not-for-profit organisation dedicated to mobilising the global business community to include refugees, provides a broad range of resources such as guidebooks supporting companies to implement refugee-focused initiatives.

Tent’s Preferred Implementing Partners are a coalition of global organisations with a proven track record of providing quality services to companies implementing refugee employment programs.

Employers Together for Integration is an initiative launched by the European Commission in 2017. It provides transparency around employers championing the integration of refugees and other migrants into the labour market, and includes a list of employers, national initiatives, civil society organisations and social enterprises supporting the initiative.

Publications

A number of comprehensive publications on best practices for hiring refugees include:

UNHCR and OECD guide to Engaging with Employers in the Hiring of Refugees

An Employer’s Guidebook to Fostering Inclusion for Refugee Employees

TENT resources to refugee employment, including guides for employers in numerous countries worldwide (e.g. Australia, Brazil, Colombia, France, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, Peru, Spain, UK, US)

Onboarding Refugees: A Toolkit for Canadian Employers

Australian Employers Guide to Refugee Recruitment
Contact
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